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MEDRC IN BRIEF

State of the art water research & training facility – unrivalled in the region

Supplying all levels of water research, training and consultancy to governments and enterprises

Since 1996 MEDRC has led a multi million dollar program of support for water training and research in MENA

Extensive experience in Project design, management and implementation 
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GLOBAL WATER SCARCITY

 70 % of the world population suffers 

at least one month of water scarcity 

a year!

 14 of the world’s 20 megacities are 

now experiencing water scarcity or 

drought conditions. 

Source: MESFIN M. MEKONNEN, ARJEN Y. 

HOEKSTRA, SUSTAINABILITY, 2016
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WATER SCARCITY IS A GLOBAL PROBLEM!

 “Water scarcity” 

establishes when the 

aggregated “demand” by 

the various users, 

including environment, 

cannot be satisfied by the 

existing “supply” of the 

resource (at a given place 

and at any moment in 

time)

Source: FAO
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The combination of climate change and population 

growth are projected to reduce available water 

resources per capita by 50% in 2050.

Increasing water scarcity will negatively affect

• Economic growth

• Public health and quality of life

• Food security 

• Regional stability

Implications of climate change in the region include:

• Increased temp. and reduced overall precipitation
• Reduced average runoff
• Increased climate variability (longer dry spells and higher rainfall intensity..)

Climate Change will exacerbate Water Scarcity!
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Total renewable water resources (m3/capita/year)

Region Average water 

availability 

(cubic meters/person)

Middle East and North 

Africa

500

Sub-Saharan Africa 1,000

Caribbean 2,466

Asia/Pacific 2,970

Europe 4,741

Latin America 7,200

North America 

(including Mexico)

13,401



 33 countries will face extremely high water stress in 2040, of which a shocking number of 14 

will be in MENA. In addition, water availability and quality are threatened by pollution, the 

impacts of climate change, population growth and increasing consumption (WRI).

 By 2050, water scarcity could cost the MENA region a drop of between 6% & 14% of GDP 

each year (World Bank, 2017).

 One of the most water-stressed areas of the world, with an average per capita of renewable 

water resources of 351 m3/y in 2014, whereas water availability per person in other 

geographical regions is about 7000 m3/y. 

 12 MENA countries are below the absolute water scarcity level of 500 m3/y per capita. 

WATER SCARCITY IN MENA



DROUGHT IN MENA
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PHYSICAL VS ECONOMIC WATER SCARCITY
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• A condition where there is 
not enough water to meet 
demand. 

• Most arid regions often 
suffer from the lack of 
physical access to water 
resources.
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• Mainly induced due to the lack 
of investment in water resource 
construction and management 
to meet the required water 
demand.

• No enough monetary means to 
obtain adequate and clean 
water.
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…reality is also that the scarce water is 

managed and used less efficiently

1. Irrigation consumes 80% of water withdrawn region-wide

- Water use efficiency in agriculture is low (< 50%)

2. Losses are also common in water supply systems

- Leakages in the network are common (over 10-30%)

- High NRW (over 30-40%)

3. Pervasive subsidies in energy and water sectors

- Lead to overutilization of the scarce resource

- Financially unsustainable systems
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WATER SCARCITY DIMENSIONS

 Availability: is there water ?

 Accessibility: Can I bring this water to my field ?

 Cost: Can I afford paying for that water ?

 Quality: Is available water of the required quality for a given use ?

 irrigating trees, cereals

 irrigating vegetables

 drinking

Source: FAO
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WHAT TO DO?

1. Augment the “supply”

2. Preserve/conserve the “quality”

3. Increase water use “efficiency” & “productivity”

4. Revise the “demand” management
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WATER RESOURCES: 

MANY USES, MANY USERS

Water Resources Management

Water supply & 

sanitation

Irrigation & 

drainage
Energy

Environ-

mental

services

Infrastructure for 
management of floods and 

droughts, multipurpose 
storage, water quality and 

source protection

Institutional framework

Management instruments

Political economy of water 
management

Other uses 

including 

industry and 

navigation
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IWRM:  THE OVERALL FRAMEWORK

Why IWRM is useful? - IWRM: s a process which 

promotes the coordinated 

development and management 

of water, land and related 

resources in order to 

maximise economic and social 

welfare in an equitable 

manner without 

compromising the 

sustainability of vital 

ecosystems and the 

environment.
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YOU CAN’T MANAGE SOMETHING THAT 

YOU CAN’T MEASURE
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MAIN SOLUTIONS TO ADOPT DURING 

WATER SCARCITY & DROUGHT SITUATION



 MENA countries have access to sea water, desalination is an important solution.

 Desalination is a major component of any future water planning in the MENA region. 

 Desalination offers several advantages over other water supply options because it taps a 

virtually infinite resource that is more immune to political or social claims than conventional 

hydraulic works. Moreover, desalinated seawater is insensitive to climate change and may 

reduce tensions between and within countries struggling over shared water resources.  About 

80% of the population in this region live within 100 Km from the sea.

 Current desalination solutions are costly, energy intensive and lead to environmental 

degradation. This is in large part due to the technology's reliance on fossil fuels. 

 There is a need to develop less polluting and more energy efficient desalination plants.

IS DESALINATION THE SOLUTION?



 Energy is the largest single expense for desalination plants, accounting for as much as half of 
the costs to make drinking water from the sea.

 Desalination plants around the world consume more than 200 million kilowatt-hours each 
day.

 It takes about 2 liters of seawater to make 1 liter of freshwater.

 Desalination takes only a quarter of the electricity to generate drinking water as it did in the 
1980s because of more efficient pumps, membranes and energy-recovery devices.

 Freshwater from a desalination plant costs the average of: $0.306 (new record by Hassyan

SWRO Plant in Dubai, 545,000 m3 /day) to $1.5 per cubic meter. 

 MENA region occupies nearly half of the global desalination activity with a cumulative 

total contracted capacity equal to 48,972,069 m3 /day and a global cumulative 

contracted capacity of 100,949,442 m3 /day.

Worldwide Desalination: Some facts
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DESALINATION IN THE MENA REGION

Currently, the MENA 

market is led by Saudi 

Arabia with a total 

cumulative capacity of 

15,378,543 m3/day

followed by the United 

Arab Emirates with 

10,721,554 m3/day.

Desalination Capacity: 12 Arab countries are in the TOP 20 globally...

Map of the MENA Desalination Capacities and the Technology Used



DESALINATION BARRIERS

1. Energy Consumption

2. Cost (CAPEX, OPEX..)

3. Scaling & fouling Addition of chemicals, like Polyphosphate

4. Environment Impact (Energy consumption and carbon footprint, 

 Rejection of brine back into sea or inland areas)

Multi Stage Flash & Multiple Effect 

Evaporation (Thermal)
Reverse Osmosis (Membrane)

10 – 200 kWh/m³ 1 – 10 kWh/m³

Impacts due to 
Discharge

Impacts due to 
Intake



ENERGY DEMAND FOR DESALINATION

Current state-of-the-art RO plants for

desalinating seawater may consume

approximately 3.5 kWhe/m3 when all unit

operations of the overall system are

considered.

The laws of thermodynamics set an

absolute minimum limit for the energy

required for separating water from a salt

solution – approximately 1 kWh/m3 of

water – and modern RO technology has

come close to reaching this theoretical

thermodynamic minimum.



BEST HOPE OF REDUCING SWRO TWC?

There is no global standard for

reporting desalinated water costs

and a direct comparison is often

meaningless. The scope, and all

technical and commercial

aspects of the projects must be

considered.

Tom Pankratz



RENEWABLE DESALINATION

The main challenge of Renewable Energy Desalination is that Desalination

technologies generally work in steady-state conditions but Renewable Energy

sources are usually non-stationary.

→ Renewable energy generation needs adjustments for continuous supply

(energy storage)

→ Desalination technologies can adapt to variable operation

RO unit (1 m3/h). PV field (4 kWp).

Autonomous Desalination System Concepts for Sea Water 

and Brackish Water in Rural Areas with Renewable 

Energies – ADIRA - 2003



SOLAR DESALINATION PLANTS IN THE MENA REGION
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2003-2007

Autonomous PV-RO unit (since 2006)

The village of Ksar Ghilène first African location with 2 years operating PV-RO 
system.
300 inhabitants with no access to electric grid (nearest at 150 km) or fresh 
water.

BWRO plant (2.1 m3/h).

Building partially underground (in summer 

T > 50 ºC), PV power 10.5 kWp.

Operating more than 3,100 h producing 

6,000 m3 of drinking water in 27 months.

Raw water salinity 3.5 g/l.

Dessol®.

Ksar GhilèneKsar GhilèneKsar Ghilène

Tunisia: Solar Desalination  
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Morocco:  Agadir desalination plant

Potable water reinforcement of Agadir by seawater desalination
PPP project: 30 years BOT contract. 

• Shared project including irrigation needs for a total capacity of 
400.000 m3/d at term.

• A Capacity of 150.000 m3/d expandable to 200.000 m3/d for potable 
water needs.

• Open intake
• Cost: 150 Millions €.
• Construction works under progress.
• Works commissioning date: 2020



CONCLUSIONS 

• Desalination is becoming increasingly important as a solution to the water challenges and a serious climate 
change adaptation option in the region, and also an important strategic technology to fulfill the sustainable 
development goals (SDGs), mainly the SDG 6. 

• Desalination can reasonably be considered a MENA water scarcity & drought solution only if we ensure 
proper construction, minimize environmental impacts and generate electricity from non-fossil fuel sources. 

• Desalinated water can no longer be considered a limited resource because some countries such as Qatar and 
Kuwait rely 100%, and the technological improvements led to a considerable drop in the cost.

• Renewable desalination offers a sustainable and secure way to desalinate water. There is a great potential to 
develop solar desalination technologies especially in the MENA region.

• PPP and innovation should be encouraged in desal projects in the region (e.g. Agadir Desal Plant)
• Countries of the region must localize desalination technologies to ensure its water security.
• For desalination to become an alternative to alleviate water scarcity and a climate change adaptation 

option in MENA, all water stakeholders need to be consulted extensively. This must be carried out through a 
participatory approach and engagement process that could be mandated by the national water strategy (or 
master plan).



THE OMAN HUMANITARIAN DESALINATION CHALLENGE

WWW.DESALINATIONCHALLENGE.COM
FUNDED BY:

The Sultan Qaboos Higher 

Center for Culture and 

Science

PROJECT DURATION:

4 Years

PROJECT VALUE:

1,000,000 USD

DATE

March 2018 - 2022

Register before 
26 March 2020

http://www.desalinationchallenge.com/


DESALINATION CHALLENGE: PATHWAY RESEARCH GRANTS 

Apply before: 29 April 2020

FUNDED BY:

USAID

PROJECT DURATION:

3 Years

PROJECT VALUE:

931,000 USD

DATE

July 2019 - 2022

MEDRC will issue a series of focused 

research calls for applied research 

leading to the delivery of a family 

sized desalination device which 

would act as a precursor to the 

successful delivery of an individual 

device that meets the criteria of the 

$700,000 'Oman Humanitarian 

Desalination Challenge' prize.

• Two grants awarded a year 

• $90,000 each

• Until 2021 or until the Oman 

Humanitarian Desalination 

Challenge Prize is won

WWW.MEDRC.ORG/RESEARCH 





elkharraz@medrc.org 


